
ESSAY HELP FOR GED

The Reasoning Through Language Arts (RLA) section of the GED includes an Extended Response essay question.
Since the GED Exam is administered on a computer, you will type your essay into a text box. Follow this strategy when
writing your GED Essay.

Stay on topic! Keep in mind that successful prompts generally contain paragraphs with sentences each. If there
are several questions within the essay prompt, include several points for each question. Your writing does
have organization. Proofread your work. The sample essay is a good example of what GED essays should look
like. GED Practice Questions In this prompt, two articles highlight differing perspectives on police
militarization. This is a complete overview of how to write a GED essay, as well as how the essay will be
scored. Just make sure you cite evidence from the article in your essay! For a comprehensive view of how to
compose an essay, this is a great site to visit. Make sure you do not hand-write your practice essays, as it is
always best to recreate test conditions as closely as possible when preparing. This will help you stick to your
argument and main points. Because this is evidence-based writing, structures are in place to help guide your
responses. I wonder, though, if you could take one specific example and follow it through from beginning to
end? An introduction that states your main argument 2. A quality GED essay topic always provides 2 articles
written with opposing opinions. Read a variety of genres, including novels and short articles. Try to keep the
paragraphs between 4â€”6 sentences so that they are succinct, direct, and clear. You give adviceâ€¦ to pay
attention to children to stop them from developing bad behavior that will follow them into adulthood. There
are minor errors throughout the essay. You will first be presented with two Stimulus Passages and then you
will be given an essay prompt. This is very important! Taking a few minutes at the beginning to structure your
essay can save you valuable writing time later. Focus on the spellings and definitions of unfamiliar words and
the use of verbs and adjectives and how they enhance sentences by providing the reader with a visual
description of what you are discussing. Your personal opinion is never asked for or shared in your response.
After reading both arguments, write your essay explaining which opinion is best supported. Five minutes may
not seem like much, but you should be able to read the entire essay over at least once and correct any obvious
spelling or grammatical mistakes. Be clear. Try to ignore your own personal feelings on the topic as you read.
This passage provides: quotes from a doctor who says that protein from meat keeps children alert in classes
after lunchtime. Always use specific evidence found in the text to validate your essay. We have lots more
GED information waiting for you! Could burning your hand have become bad adult behavior? Make sure you
understand the issue and the position that each passage is taking. Study basic grammar and sentence structure.


